
When I was diagnosed with multiple myeloma in early 2020, I felt betrayed by the body I’d worked

so hard to care for all my life.

Cancer has a mind of its own. And in my case, I developed a blood cancer that involves the

uncontrolled growth of a type of white blood cell – the plasma cell. It just so happens that these

plasma cells are made in the bone marrow, and they produce antibodies that are more than a little

important to the immune system. 

You can imagine how worrying it would be to undergo treatment for this kind of disease alongside

all the extra fears and complications that COVID had just thrust upon us.

I was able to cope with my cancer journey thanks to a great oncologist in Dr. Bob Stevens, and the

tremendous team of care professionals. I can tell you from personal experience that at Grand River

Hospital - the care never stops.

Our medical professionals show so much compassion and expertise and they do this while dealing

with all the extra safety protocols and strains of the pandemic that have made their jobs more

fatiguing.

Having spent two weeks in the hospital and having visited multiple times a week for eleven

months, I got to know the nurses by name and each time I came in, it was truly like seeing good

friends. I can’t emphasize enough how much of a difference the medical staff made in my recovery,

and in my life.

It struck me, as I went through treatment,  that not all of us are on equal footing when it comes to

dealing with cancer. Many start off from places of great vulnerability, like being unable to afford

what many of us may take for granted from medications, to healthy meals, to the cost of a bus

ticket, to wheelchair rentals. Out-of-pocket medical expenses can be overwhelming, especially for

those that may be losing their income while undergoing treatment.
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That’s why I’m asking you to please make a gift to the Grand River Care and Compassion

Fund this holiday season. With your gift today, you can help ensure the care never stops!

Good care for many patients, as it was for me, is often as simple as feeling in your heart

that you are in good hands - that you are supported by highly qualified and caring staff.

After my diagnosis, I began weekly chemo treatments. And as I expected, the pandemic

made my treatments tougher in some ways.  It was just one month into my treatment

when COVID hit and after March 19th I was no longer able to have a family member or

friend join me during treatments, each of which could last a number of hours.

To my surprise however, I didn’t feel as alone as I thought I might, because everyone in

the Cancer Centre at Grand River is so compassionate. That includes Dr. Stevens, my

oncologist who was wonderful. I knew I was in excellent hands.

At the end of the summer, I was admitted to Grand River Hospital’s sixth floor cancer

patient unit to undergo an allogeneic stem cell transplant. It  was the most debilitating

part of my treatment and left my immune system compromised for the duration of my

two week hospital stay.

Staying at the hospital for two weeks recovering from major surgery is not on anyone’s

bucket list, but I have nothing but good things to say about all the staff there -  the

nutritionists, the doctors, the screening staff.  I appreciated how quick nurses were to

respond to the call button, and how gentle they were with my various ports and needles,

explaining everything along the way. 

I’m home now and feeling better every day. I have a long road to being “disease-free”,

but I am a fighter and I will do anything I can to be here and make a difference for others

going through similar journeys.

That’s why I wanted to tell my story. I hope it will help other people.

When you’re sick, you have enough stress on your plate. So it’s big when the hospital can

support you in ways you might never have considered.  For some, that might even mean

help with the cost of travel and accommodation, or parking during appointments that

take hours.

The Grand River Regional Cancer Centre is home to more than 100,000 patient visits

each year. As you know, our community is growing and aging, so ensuring everyone has

the resources and support they need to ensure the best health outcome is important. 



Like lymphedema treatment, which is provided by Grand River Regional Cancer Centre to

ease painful complications of breast cancer surgery and radiation treatments. Or through 

 funding life saving medications. Grand River Regional Cancer Centre requires more than $1

million a year, and rising, to be able to offer cancer patients who will benefit with innovative

treatments and drugs that could save their lives.

Your gift could make a huge impact on a patient struggling with cancer today. Maybe he or

she is your friend, your neighbour, your spouse or even your child. You can help make their

cancer journey a little bit easier.

This holiday season please join me in making sure Grand River Hospital can continue to

deliver the best care to everyone battling cancer in these challenging times. The care never

stops when we care enough to support our hospital!

People shouldn’t have to choose between buying

groceries and a therapy-related cost. That’s why I’m so

glad that folks like you are willing to step forward and

support those in our community affected by cancer.

Your donations will help to provide bus tickets, Tim

Hortons gift cards or reimburse travel costs for people

coming from out of town for their treatments.

By supporting the Grand River Care and Compassion

Fund with your holiday gift means you are not only

helping remove barriers for those that need a little

additional support, you’re also providing access to

innovative care and treatment options. Therapies that

are not yet funded by the government that may help a

patient reach a milestone they otherwise may not have

lived to see, like weddings, graduations, and new births.

Sincerely,

Cindy Calder  

P.S.  The bottom line for me is that the Government only funds a part of our care.  Our 

donations truly turn good to great.  We are all in this together!

P.P.S.  Right now, choosing to make monthly gifts is an incredible way to double your gift as

we have a generous donor who has committed to matching for one full year. 

Connect with us @GRHospitalKW     Charitable BIN:  88918 0394 RR0001


